CAMPING PROMOTIONS AWARD TRACKING FORM

Camping Promotion Awards are scored from one Fall Fellowship to the next. Forms must be turned into the Vice-Chief of Camping Promotions no later than the Sunday of Fall Fellowship.

Requirements:

☐ 1. Contact 100% of the troops in your Chapter area and offer a camping promotions presentation.

☐ 2. Make a presentation to a minimum of 75% of the units in your Chapter area that agree to a presentation.

☐ 3. The chapter must provide at least two members to help with the OA display at the Council Camporee.

☐ 4. Give a report to Lodge Vice-Chief of Camping Promotions on how many troops your chapter contacted in your district. (Camping Promotions Tracking Form).
A copy of the list of units in your Chapter area can be obtained by contacting the Program or Program Adviser at any time.